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A) Segue w/Ruffles Diagonal Scarf(Instructions also for wrap)

TRENDSETTER YARNS USED: STITCHES USED:
Segue #501-1(2)/100gr. Diagonal Garter:
Ruffles M19,M65,MM55,MMI37-1(2)box ea color. Row 1: (RS)K1 Increase in stitch. Knit until 3sts
Needles #19 remain, K2-tog,K1.

Row 2: Knit across the row.
K1 Ruffle: Work until desired stitch for ruffle. Place
1 Ruffle onto #F crochet hook and use hook as needle. Place
needle into stitch, wrap yarn around hook and pull through stitch
and Ruffle. Put new stitch on right needle and continue.



#3049 KNITTING INSTRUCTIONS

With #19 needle and Segue, Cast on 14(28)sts. Knit back. Work in Diagonal Garter St., plac-
ing 1 Ruffle on the RS changing colors as desired. Continue in pattern until enough yarn
remains to bind off. Bind off.

B) CHECKMATE FRINGED DIAGONAL W/CHIPS

TRENDSETTER YARNS USED: STITCHES USED:
Checkmate #1329-4(8)50gr. Diagonal Garter
Chips #M24,M69,MMI43-1(2)box ea color See other side.
Needles #13

With #13 needle and Checkmate, Cast on 16(32)sts. Work in Diagonal Garter St., placing Chips all over the
RS changing colors as desired. Continue in pattern until enough yarn remains from 3(7)skns to bind off.
Bind off.

Take the remaining skein of yarn and start cutting part the yarn at the fiber changes from Matte’ to Bright or
solid ribbon to checkerboard. Repeat for the entire skein. Take 1 strand and fold in half. Secure as fringe to
the first stitch on the cast on edge. Alternate between fibers across the row. Repeat for the other side. Take
1 piece of yarn and fold in half and then in half again. Attach to side edge (Increase edge) as fringe. Repeat
along the same edge alternating fibers along the row. Leave the remaining side edge open. Note that ends
will have cut ends and long fringe and the one long edge will have shorter folded fringe.
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